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KUWAIT: Under the patronage and support of the
President of the Kuwait Athletics Federation, Sayar
Saleh Al-Anizi and Dr Manea Mahdi Al-Ajmi, the
Assistant General Secretary of Kuwait Athletics
Federation, as guests of honors, Huawei Consumer
BG held an entrancing activity for its upcoming
product; Huawei Watch GT Runner at the Kuwaiti
Athletics Federation Sports Stadium. The Huawei
Watch GT Runner, the latest smartwatch that is not
only the wearer’s smart assistant, but also the per-
sonal training instructor. Numerous athletic figures
(especially mid-range and long-range runners) were
invited to test out the sporty watch on track! 

The event was engaging numerous of Athletes
along-with other dignitaries from the Kuwait
Athletics Federation.

Sayar Saleh Al-Anizi, the president of the Kuwait
Athletics Federation: “On my behalf and on behalf of
the members of the Board of Directors of the
Kuwait Athletics Federation, I am pleased to wel-
come you, thanking and appreciating your kind ini-
tiative. We hope that this initiative will serve as a
prelude to further cooperation between your com-
pany and Kuwait Athletics Federation, in order to
serve the Kuwaiti Federation’s mission to advance-
ment and rise of the sport of athletics. Once again,
thank you for your kind gesture.”

Jason Jiang, General Manager of Consumer
Business Group in Kuwait: “By leveraging Huawei’s
strong R&D capabilities, we have introduced a
series of innovative products with unique features

and benefits to our valued customers. Huawei will
continue its commitment to developing innovative
and meaningful products and services that truly
impact people’s lives in a positive way.”

Huawei Watch GT Runner is compatible with
Huawei devices as well as Android and iOS devices.
The Huawei Watch GT Runner will be available in
Kuwait on Huawei’s official website and in some of
their partner suppliers’ stores.

Built for sports
The Huawei Watch GT Runner is a professional

watch designed for sports. Featuring the new

Huawei TruSeen 5.0+ heart rate monitoring tech-
nology, it offers a newly developed heart rate mod-
ule, 8 PDs in circular order, and enhanced dynamic
heart rate monitoring, More signal input, and gener-
ally improved accuracy in heart rate monitoring.

Huawei Watch GT Runner focuses on the circle
of running fans and gains insight into in-depth
operating data. While ensuring that the watch body
is light and wear-resistant, it also gives the watch
an artistic design. Inspired by the supercar’s air
intake grid, the Huawei HGT Runner offers a sleek
design that represents speed and passion.
Furthermore, the hollow lug increases the area of
contact with air when running, so that it is sweat-
resistant and breathable, resulting in a more com-
fortable wearing experience.

Up to 2 weeks long battery life
Huawei Watch GT Runner inherits the powerful

battery life of Huawei’s wearable family, delivering
14-day1 battery life in smart mode under typical
usage scenarios and offers 8-day of long battery
life in heavy usage scenario.

All-day health management
The Huawei Watch GT Runner provides continu-

ous, real-time, and precise SpO2 (Blood Oxygen
Saturation), sleep and stress monitoring features for
a comprehensive health management. 

The Huawei Watch GT Runner sports the Huawei
TruSleep 2.0 sleep monitoring technology which

can perform sleep stage monitoring, real-time heart
rate monitoring, sleep breathing monitoring, and
provide you with assessment of sleep quality with-
out disturbing your sleep. The Huawei Watch GT
Runner is also a stress management assistant. This
sports watch monitors your stress 24/7 and it will
even notify you if your stress levels are high and
even help you out with breathing guidance to help
relieve some of the stress off you. 

The new Healthy Living Shamrock has added
many small features to better-fit users’ daily health
needs. Through personalized settings, users can
receive regular reminders like Health challenges,
daily water intake, daily mindfulness, early sleep
reminder, exercise volume, and stay positive are all
small things related to your health.

Convenient life assistant features
The Huawei Watch GT Runner supports

Bluetooth calls, which enables users to make and
receive calls via Bluetooth connection right form
their wrist. Some of us like to listen to music when
running, to help pump and get us into the rhythmic
vibe, the Huawei Watch GT Runner comes with a
large storage space which can store up to 500
songs, so that more of your favorite songs can be
saved and listened to during workouts. In addition,
you can receive, read and reply to SMS messages
right form your wrist thanks to the convenient
message notifications aboard the Huawei Watch
GT Runner. 

Huawei Watch GT Runner experiencing with 
Kuwait’s athlete in collaboration with KAF 
Sports smartwatch is also a personal training instructor 

Gulf Bank to announce 
winner of its KD 1.5m
prize next Saturday
KUWAIT: As part of its commitment to providing
its customers with exceptionally unique services
and periodic draws, Gulf Bank will be conducting its
annual Al-Danah grand draw prize of the year 2021.
As part of the draw, Gulf Bank will be announcing
the lucky winner of the grand prize, worth a total
amount of KD 1.5 million, on Saturday, January 22.

The draw will be held under the supervision, and
in the presence, of representatives from the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the inter-
national consulting company, Ernst & Young.

In keeping with the latest health requirements
and in light of the increase of COVID-19 cases, the
Bank has also decided to conduct this year’s draw
as part of a live virtual event, taking place on
Saturday at 7 pm on Al-Rai TV and 360 FM Radio.
In addition, the event will be aired across the Bank’s
various social media platforms.

Two millionaires every year 
The Al-Danah account’s newest slogan is ‘Al-

Danah Enriches You’ which represents the bank’s
draw prize scheme that was updated in 2021. The
bank has updated its draw prizes with a remarkable
increase in the semiannual draw prize, now KD 1
million making it the second largest prize following
the annual grand draw prize of KD 1.5 million. The
new draw prize scheme makes Gulf Bank’s Al-
Danah account one of the most rewarding savings
accounts of the year, granting two people the
opportunities of a lifetime: to become millionaires!

On this occasion, the General Manager of con-
sumer banking at Gulf Bank, Mohammed Al-Qattan,
said: “At Gulf Bank, we are always pleased to pro-
vide our customers with an exceptional and note-
worthy banking experience that complements our
societal role of encouraging a culture of savings; by
rewarding savers with monthly, quarterly, semi-
annual and annual draws, we hope to motivate our
customers and reinforce their saving habits, encour-
aging others to do the same. This is why the Bank
has decided to increase the number of Al-Danah
Millionaires to two millionaires per year.”

He added: “At Gulf Bank, we are keen to provide
the best services and products to our esteemed
customers, as we strive to continuously increase our
customer satisfaction levels. Customer satisfaction
was our main motivation for adjusting the new draw
structure for the Al-Danah account, and continues

to be the main driving factor behind our periodic
launches of various products and services that are
characterized by growth, simplicity and innovation,
as we continue to exceed the requirements and
needs of our customers. Our team continues to pay
close attention to the smallest of details in keeping
with developments in the local and international
banking market as we continue to consolidate Gulf
Bank’s leading position as the Kuwaiti Bank of the
Future.”

Al-Qattan continued, “We are waiting for our
customers next Saturday to participate in this
exceptional annual event that will be aired on Al-
Rai TV, 360 FM Radio, and the bank’s social media
channels, and we are wishing all our Al-Danah
account holders the best of luck in our upcoming
draws.” Exclusive Loyalty Program Increases Your
Chances of Winning!

As part of Gulf Bank’s commitment to reward
customers for their loyalty, the AlDanah account
provides account holders with loyalty chances.
Loyalty chances are the total chances gained in the
previous year, which are then transferred to the
current year to reward customers for their loyalty to
the Bank. Accordingly, all chances gained by exist-
ing Al-Danah customers in 2021 have been trans-
ferred to the 2022 draws, and this will be repeated
in 2023 onwards. Terms and conditions apply.

‘Throwaway 
economy’ foiling
climate goals 
PARIS: Countries are neglecting the massive
impact of the “throwaway” economy on planet-
warming emissions, according to research pub-
lished yesterday that calculated more than half a
trillion tonnes of virgin materials have been con-
sumed since the 2015 Paris climate deal.

From clothing to food, planes to buildings,
research by the organisation Circle Economy esti-
mates that 70 percent of greenhouse gas emissions
are linked to the manufacturing and use of products. 

But in its annual report on the state of the world’s
use of materials, researchers said national climate
pledges to reduce emissions focus narrowly on fos-
sil fuel use and ignore the mounting global appetite
for stuff. Matthew Fraser, head of research at Circle
Economy, said the report aimed to look beyond just
fossil fuel use and the transition to green energy
and ask about the emissions implications of using
fewer resources.

“What if we reimagine our relationship with
stuff, what would that bring us? Actually, it is quite
significant,” he told AFP. The report estimates that if
the economy were more circular, reducing resource
extraction and consumption by 28 percent, then the
world could meet the Paris warming target of 1.5

degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels.
But only a third of nations’ climate pledges men-

tion the circular economy as part of their emissions
goals, the report said. It warns that humanity is
consuming 70 percent more virgin materials than
the world can safely replenish.

Economic ‘metabolism’ 
The analysis looks at global material flows based

on national import and export figures and translates
them into estimates of materials used — and
reused. It calculates annual resource use has grown
from 89.8 billion tonnes in 2016 to more than 100
billion tonnes in 2019 and estimated it at 101.4 bil-
lion last year. Circle Economy found that almost all
of the materials extracted go to waste, with just 8.6
percent of materials recycled in 2020, what they
call the circularity gap.

That is an even lower proportion than in 2018,
when reused materials were 9.1 percent of the total,
as the global demand for more things surges.

“Even though we are getting more efficient with
how we use materials — computers are getting
smaller, cars are becoming lighter, recycling is get-
ting better — these micro gains in efficiency just
aren’t stacking up relative to the total increasing
demand,” said Fraser.

The report identified a number of practices
across sectors from food production to transporta-
tion that it said could help rein in the ever-expand-
ing use of virgin materials. Fraser said the model
that enables people in richer countries to buy prod-
ucts from all over the world to be delivered within

hours and days “will inevitably have to change”.
The report also weighed strategies like enabling

electrical goods — which contain critical raw mate-
rials including gold, silver and cobalt — to be
repaired, redesigning items to be easier to recycle,
restricting single-use plastics and renting items like
cars rather than buying them.

One sector it identified as having a significant
opportunity to reduce its materials footprint was
buildings and construction, where Fraser said cur-
rent practices were far from sustainable.  — AFP

Researchers said national climate pledges to reduce
emissions focus narrowly on fossil fuel use and
ignore the mounting global appetite for stuff. —AFP

German bond
yields top 0% for
first time since 
May 2019
BERLIN: Yields for 10-year German bonds
jumped into positive territory yesterday for the
first time since May 2019 as surging inflation in
the eurozone prompted fears of monetary
tightening.

At 0715 GMT, Bund yields passed zero for
the first time since the European Central bank
launched a stimulus program in 2019 to tackle
the risk of a recession in the eurozone.

A bond generates a negative yield when
investors are willing to pay more for it than the
actual sum they are investing in it plus the
returns it is offering. German government 10-
year bonds are seen as a safe haven for
investors to turn to in times of instability.

The benchmark figure touched minus 0.91
percent in March 2020 when the coronavirus
was taking hold in Europe, as investors were
willing to take a loss in exchange for the rela-
tive safety offered by the government bond.
The further relaxation of the ECB’s policy to
prop up the economy kept yields deep in neg-
ative territory until recently.

But unusually high inflation in recent months
has encouraged central banks everywhere to
tighten their response, with the ECB announc-
ing a “step-by-step” reduction to its asset-
purchasing program. The massive bond buying
program is the ECB’s main crisis-fighting tool,
aimed at keeping borrowing costs low to stoke
economic growth.

Inflation in the eurozone reached a record
five percent in December, its highest value
since records began in January 1997. But
unlike in the United States, where expectations
are mounting that the Federal Reserve will hike
rates multiple times this year, the ECB’s guid-
ance still points towards its first rises in 2023
at the earliest.

The Frankfurt-based institution has long
held its interest rates at historic lows, including
a negative overnight deposit rate, which
charges banks to park their money at the ECB.

Expectations of monetary tightening in the
US have sent yields for US bonds, known as
Treasuries, rocketing towards two percent. So
long as ECB policymakers stuck to their cur-
rent approach, yields for German bonds should
only track the upwards trend taken by
Treasuries with “limited enthusiasm”, said
LBBW analyst Elmar Voelker. —AFP


